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Prezident Donald J. Trump byl v úterý na Guantánamu, aby byl

svědkem popravy Nancy Pelosiové, která se konala v 10:00, řekly

zdroje JAG Real Raw News.
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Bojovaný prezident údajně dorazil na GITMO na palubě vrtulníku US

Marine Sikorsky VH-3D Sea King a byl eskortován na místo popravy

přibližně v době, kdy zaměstnanci základny vytáhli Pelosiovou z cely

o rozměrech 18 x 9 stop, ve které od té doby žila. 1. prosince dorazí

na Guantánamo Bay. Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, Pelosiová patřila k

zástupu Deep Staterů zatčených poté, co se zúčastnila miliardové

strany financované daňovými poplatníky, která oslavovala socialistu

Emmanuela Macrona. Po zdlouhavém vojenském tribunálu usvědčil

panel JAG Pelosiovou ze zrady a spiknutí za účelem spáchání vraždy

a odsoudil ji k pověšení na krk až do smrti.

Zaměstnanci Camp Delta nazvali Pelosiovou vznětlivým vězněm,

druhým po zesnulé Hillary Rodham Clintonové, která shodou

okolností bydlela ve stejné cele před jejím oběšením v dubnu 2021.

Možná, že Hillaryin poltergeist celu obýval a strašil Pelosiovou a dal

jí vědět, co čekal ji posmrtný život věčného zatracení v limbu.

Strážci GITMO řekli, že bojovná Pelosiová strávila první týden ve

vězení detoxikací od alkoholu. Pelosi, říkali, by seděla a třásla se v

koutě cely zabalená do deky, její nálada se pohybovala mezi

melancholií a nestřídmostí – někdy katatonická, ztracená ve

vlastních myšlenkách a někdy nezkrotná, křičela v záchvatech

nespoutaného vzteku a dokonce močila. podlaha cely.

Ale Pelosiová nemohla křičet a křičet, když ji v úterý ráno vytáhli z

klece, protože stráže přidaly její poslední jídlo, vafle a dva kopečky

zmrzliny sedativem, které ji nechalo při vědomí, ale utlumilo, řekl

náš zdroj. Přesto jí dali roubík a nasadili jí pouta na ruce a kotníky,

aby mohla dojet na šibenici.

Sedativa vydržela jen chvíli – Pelosi se snažila osvobodit, když ji

mariňáci vytrhli z obrněného Hummeru a odvedli ji k mělkým

schodům vedoucím na plošinu, kde uniformovaný voják čekal na

rozkaz přepnout vypínač a stál kaplan námořnictva. připraven dát

Poslední obřady.
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A pak Pelosiová uviděla prezidenta Trumpa. Její oči, řekl náš zdroj,

se zúžily a chvěla se apoplektickou zuřivostí, když jí oběšenec nasadil

smyčku kolem vypouklého krku.

Vedle Trumpa byli viceadmirál Crandall a vojenský kádr. Trump, řekl

náš zdroj, šeptal slova admirálovi do ucha, ale jinak byl stoický a

tichý. Viceadmirál Crandall řekl, že se cítí povinen nabídnout

odsouzenému konečné prohlášení, a zeptal se Pelosi, zda by se

zachovala, kdyby nařídil, aby byl odstraněn její roubík. Varoval

Pelosiovou, že prudké výbuchy nezmění její osud.

Nancy přikývla a oběšenec jí na okamžik sundal roubík.

"Do prdele, vy všichni, zvláště vy." Tohle je všechno tvoje práce."

Dívala se na prezidenta Trumpa. „Zastupuji skutečného prezidenta.

To není Joseph Biden a sakra určitě nejsi ty. Zabij mě a já tě budu

pronásledovat až do tvé smrti."

Admirál se zeptal, jestli chce Last Rites.

Nancy se obrátila na kaplana. "F*** ty taky."

"Myslím, že to je 'ne'," řekl admirál.

Nakonec prezident Trump promluvil: „Dobré zbavení se, Nancy.“

Nancy Pelosiová byla prohlášena za mrtvou v 10:07 EST, 27. prosince

2022.

Pro Trumpa musela být její smrt katarzí; plánovala zabít nejen jeho,

ale i jeho rodinu, včetně jeho nejmladšího syna Barrona.

Zdroje řekly Real Raw News, že Trump objížděl následky útoku na

Štědrý den. Osobně slíbil, že pomůže „zabezpečit GITMO“, ale

nevysvětlil, co to obnáší.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři
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knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuju. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 69 876krát, dnes 4 515 návštěv)

Nastal den, o kterém jsme si mysleli, že nikdy nepřijde. 

 
Teď si dáme zbytek těch méně zlých. Ale pořád zlý. 

 
Děkuji armádě.

This was pretty appropriate since I watched The Wizard of Oz last

night. Old Nancy makes a striking resemblance to Miss Gulch, the

Wicked Witch of the West.

My buddy’s mother makes $50 per hour working on the computer

(Personal Computer). She hasn’t had a job for a long, yet this month

she earned $11,500 by working just on her computer for 9 hours

every day.

Read this article for more details.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 hour ago by Delavic

She had over 26 days in the hole to think about what she has done,

Pelosi had no remorse, when she was giving her last rites. To think

the damnation of Eternal hellfires for eternity has not crossed her

mind. Anger and rage possessed her. She was a self-absorbed power

hungry narcissistic alcoholic drunk! She was her own demised.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Trump should have said “Go to hell, Nancy!” That would be an order

from him she would have no choice but to follow.

Interesting, how Nancy made veiled reference to Obama being

president? Or was she referring to the devil? Trump nailed it with his

words. Good riddance, Nancy.

I bet the hanging of Nancy Pelosi brought great relief to President

Trump. The mass of attempts on his life and his family. President

Trump can rest a little more peacefully.

YOU think??? $3,000,000,00 for a failed attempt on his life! I bet he

feels much safer knowing that evil BITCH was taken down legally

and rightfully met her fate!!!! There is absolutely no hope for those

who purposely serve THE DEViL!!!!!!

If it was Obummer……he’s dead along with his partner Michael,

maybe she did not know?

They were in the Iceland location, if I remember correctly. I read

Michael threw Obama under the bus.

Remember, these famous last words will live in infamy in the history

books for eons…but to add extra zing humor to the sendoff oratory,

he could of said,”Nancy, how much would you charge me to haunt a

house after your gone”…!

These evil ones truly believe that as they die their lord lucifer will

reward them. Imagine their surprise when they actually leave their

bodies and are dragged down to their dungeon cell in Sheol by God’s

Angels awaiting their final judgement on the day of the “Great White

Throne Judgement” where they are condemmed to hell for eternity.

They will already have a body prepared for the Great White Throne

Judgement which they will be in eternally when they’re thrown into

the Lake of Fire. Satan(Lucifer) will be in there with them; he won’t

be in charge of anything.
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I was wondering if President Trump would be there like he was for

Hillary Clinton. I just could not find it in me that he wouldn’t be.

Our burden just got a lot lighter. This is very good news for our

nation and people. Who’s up next?

Kamalatoe Harris needs to step up to the rope, because she wants to

go after the Christians and the Trump supporters and the unvaxxed

and kill them all in Obama’s concentration camps.

YES , it’s very good news for the NATION , so it’s time to make that

GOOD NEWS PUBLIC . RRN when is JAG and the White Hats going

to start public release of GOOD NEWS? This is long over due

some of this stuff has been posted to fakebook, but I think they delete

or remove it right away .. it has been around twitter and telegram too

, I think..

I posted it on Truth. Telegram has site for RRN so I am sure it is

being seen there. I am eternally banned frm Twit. This site was down

earlier tonight.

Zuckerberg does delete, he hates the truth because he sleeps with teh

deep state CCP. He will not accept links from RRN, vaccine impact

dot com, gnews dot org. medical kidnap dot com, thebl dot tv,

natural news dot com, infowars/newstarget/bannedvideo, or

dailyexpose dot co dot uk. Nor will he accept any criticism that the

vaccine mandates are prohibited by the Nuremberg Code and the UN

Charter and the Syracuse Protocols even with proof, nor will he

accept any criticism of Fauci, the vaxxes, Birx, Tedros, Bat lady, bill

Gates, Noname, Kamala Harris, Hillary, Hunter’s hookers and incest

victims, or Nancy, even when they are dead, even with proof, because

he calls the proof/evidence/witness testimony “false” or “fake”.

And he also won’t allow you to criticize the Ukrainians or OUN or

UPA forces as being worse than the Nazis during WW2, even though

history proves in some cases they were. Nor will he allow you to
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criticize men who rape and abuse women in domestic violence cases

and call them filthy pigs even when they are.

What do you expect, Zuck’s a Rockefeller and they are the other half

of the cabal…

Alejandro Mayorkas possibly? Ol’ Pete Buttigieg? Muriel Bowser (DC

Mayor)? The Gretch of Michigan? Press Secretary Psaki? We could

go on all day with that question!

“As reported previously, Pelosi was among a bevy of Deep Staters

arrested after attending a taxpayer-funded, billion-dollar party

honoring socialist Emmanuel Macron”. My gut feeling is that they

also got these other big fish; Loyd Austin, Klaus Schwab and other

Biden clowns, because after the big bash drunk, the deep stater’s

demanded that the hand over everyone that they had captured, or

else…

I once learned a term that represents the most evil among evil beings

from a DJT tweet where he coined the word, “hamberder”; a berder

is a being so evil that the devil, himself is fearful of them. Nasty was a

berder.

Then Hilary was a “berder” that frightened even Nancy/devil. These

berders and devils are born of low intelligence, aren’t they? Of all the

utterances they could leave behind for history, they choose to leave

Earth saying nothing of importance, just expletives! Truly they’re

“low-brainers.”

OH! I think I saw that a year ago or so. Hard to believe isn’t it. That

there is something more evil than he who shall not be named.

I’m pretty sure Satan does not fear berders. But is sure puts a spin on

the description. I wonder what the ‘ham’ portion means?

One possibility: Ham was one of the four men (eight people, in total)

who were on the Ark built by Noah.
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Another was Shem, whose name is the origin of “anti-semetic”

(“shemetic”, shortened slightly).

“I represent the real president. That’s not Joseph Biden and it sure as

hell isn’t you”

Who did she think is the “real” president?

I thought of that too. He has a bunch of doubles and remember that

Egyption that looks just like him. I’m sure they got in to his mummy

and made clones too.l

Well Barry’s doubles, clones , what – have – you need to be hunted

down and EXECUTED on sight.

You think Black people and Maxine Waters went nuts over George

Floyd, go public with that, who knows what would happen.

And rememeber he looks just like the most hated king Akhenaten.

Barry could be a clone from the start using that kings DNA from his

mummy. And they’d make plenty more.

Me too. If she represents him, does that mean he was just hung by

proxy? LOL

Who. The character playing barrack Obama.

 
The real one took two bullets to the head.

 
Remember their ploy “Democracy” of a socialist Communist order.

The hidden secret president game? Hard to say what to think but she

made some kinda guessing game on purpose. Whoever ordered the

GITMO attack, we wait to find out. IDK and it’s not comfortable

having this going on without knowing who exactly is behind it.

Someone gave war on GITMO orders and it’s gotten into some

powerful war zone equipment. I wonder if it’s Macron or Zelenskyy

or someone from the way underground?
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Not Zelensky, he is just a puppet, he was just an actor before they

chose him to be the main puppet for Ukraine…zelensky takes orders,

he does not give orders. She had to of meant either a demon(not of

flesh and blood) or one of the elites(of flesh and blood). If she meant

obama, who knows if he’s really gone, it may have been one of his

clones they got rid of. This is a mystery, now.

She is sure loving the flag-stealing, LGBTQ-loving slut, Zelensky, she

kissed him after his address at the Capitol before giving him OUR

FLAG and danced down the halls with the autographed Ukrainian

flag in her hands.

 
IDC if she accepts the Ukrainian flag signed by soldiers, but to

voluntarily surrender our gorgeous Stars and Stripes to an

adversarial globalist WEF leader supporting the New World Order

and being an ass-slut for Natty Rothschild fighting a war we are not

even fighting yet financing to the tune of $100,000,000,000.00

taxpayer dollars and COVID stimulus survival funds is a betrayal to

the American People who fought and bled for that flag and our

freedom.

 
I SAY NO!!!

Who would have ever thought that draining the swamp was going to

be such an ordeal?

In recent months • you have personally changed for the better. This

will help immensely going into 2023. Congratulations.

Good Riddance To Nazi Piglosi…God forgive her soul!!!

However, this must be an old news. She must have been hanged

years ago, correct me if I’m wrong. This only to awaken the public.

Yeah, what and who to believe. Some say she is in Greenland and was

given life, because she has valuable information that may help the

white hats in the future. There have been videos of her in the custody

of US Marshalls at Pedo Joe’s inauguration. There was a pic of her in
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the custody of the Marshalls saying it was her arrest and one of

female Marshalls looked like the same Marshall at the Capitol. Her

arrest was much longer ago than this site reported.

I think she was under house arrest for a period, then stepped over

the line and went into hiding, until this arrest.

Covered by masks clones etc, that play her role.

I think she considers Obama, Hitlers grand son the President.

I think only a very small part of the public, those of us who read here,

are awakened.

I think you’re right. Nancy has looked like an actor wearing a mask

for quite some time now. There’s an old video that circulated

showing female FBI? Agents escorting Nancy out of the capital

building.

Certain people do not deserve forgiveness as they lie cheat steal and

commit horrid acts upon people and animals. Some souls need to be

damned for eternity.

I read an interesting article one time. During our judgment God gives

us a chance to view our mistakes and misdeeds. Jesus is the purest of

Love. Even the most wretched sinful person can find Redemption if

they realize their mistakes during their judgment time. It is up to the

individual if they want their soul to be restored.

None of them are LESS evil. They may hide some of their crimes

from the world but they’re STILL and just evil.

If an Illuminati satanist, paedovore, child sex trafficking, Baphomet-

loving sex offender is killing and eating kid ands drinking

adrenochrome from their blood, like Hillary and GHWB did, nothing

and no one is more evil than that.

So she can “represent the real president” in hell. I’m guessing it’s

Obama. He’ll be there too, sooner or later.
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Obama is already dead, the real one at least. I think she was referring

to satan as president

Where exactly did Obama die!..I have read every article here on RRN

from the beginning, and I don’t recall reading that Obama died at

GITMO. Maybe he died somewhere else. Please tell me where you got

your info about Obama being dead, or is it just hearsay??

SG ANON says he doesn’t know if he’s dead or alive and that maybe

they’re saving his execution for someting special. I think Nancy”s

hanging today was very special.

RRN reported he and big Mike are both dead. I’m thinking Soros or

Schwab

Don’t recall any reporting from RRN in itself that “he” and “big

Mike” are both dead.

Seen chatter in blogs, though again, nothing “”directly”” from RRN.

Obama is Dead Two Shots to the back of the head and his best buddy

Michelle which is known as Big Mike got the lethal injection

 
Traitors to our country.

Oh yes he did. The article titled ” Obama Executed by Firing Squad at

Gitmo” dated Saturday October 12, 2019.

Most of MB’s reporting comes from info concerning GITMO &

people attached to GITMO. I have read of multiple military tribunal

locations around the world. Tierra del Fuego, Diego Garcia, Guam,

GITMO, 2 locations in Iceland(no names mentioned). There are

reports of several more, but no names or locations released. I believe

MB did report on Brix’s execution @ Guam, by firing squad 7/6/21.

One of the island locations is said to prefer lethal injection.

 
I read an article, don’t think it was MB’s, that said Michael & Barry O

was held at one of the Iceland locations & Michael threw Barry under

the bus.

 
Michael supposedly chose lethal injection & Barry got the firing
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squad.

I have no proof, just heresay.I do not have a link, this info is from

many different sources.

The “real” president is Mammon, and those that control it. Don’t

think in terms of politicians, but owners whose ownership includes

politicians.

Thanks, LeeLee! You’ve got two of us laughing so hard we’re crying at

your Indonesian sock monkey comment.

I heard he got a bullet to the back of the head and Michelle too

Michael lethal injection a couple years back–They says all the blood

they have tested from the people in Congress never took the jab–but

then we knew that! –It was all a big lie–I am glad I never took the

jab–so sorry for those that did

I believe they already hung EVIL a Pedo Criminal Gavin Newsome…

A few months back there was an account on here (on RRN) of his

hanging… where they said when they went to hang him he had a

demon inside of him.. look it up in the archives link on here

newsome’s already dead if i’m not mistaken. He was Gitmo’d last

year when they busted up in his mansion in CA and found a dungeon

next to his office. Also had a laptop with some sick shit on it. His

wife/children were there too.

If they only showed pictures of these criminals being hung and

people could see what’s happening the whole thing about clones

would collapse.

Just knowing Trump was watching her hang was her worst

punishment. She got what she wanted for him and most of us. Happy

New Year to all the world.

I know right. The picture I keep seeing in my head is that infamous

night when Trump was just finishing his State of the Union address

and that witch stood there behind our President, and with great
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disdainful fanfare, ripped his speech in two. Remember that? I tell

ya, no matter how many DS’ers have been arrested, hung, shot,

detained, whatever, the thing that all these evil DS’ers have in

common is umitigated ARROGANCE,and it blinds them. That’s why

Hillary got drunk the night she lost…just couldn’t believe it. And

that’s how it was today (I’d venture to say) for the speech ripping

Pelosi. Just never thought the day would come that she’d get her

comeuppence. NEVER. Much less with 45 watching!!

Let’s hope the season of giving continues to provide this country with

incredible gifts such as these

The Black Hats will be sure to get their revenge on POTUS Trump

(again). I hope I’m wrong.

With all the compassionate people on this site praying for her and

quoting Scripture encouraging forgiveness, I thought she just might

do what Loretta Lynch did before she was lynched. Guess I was

wrong.

Just wait until she comes before her boss Moloch & he punishes her

for failing him. She did not fulfill her duties to him. She will think

burning in Hell for eternity would be like a cool, Spring day. Enjoy

your underworld adventures Nancy.

Ding-dong! The Witch is dead

 
Which old Witch? The Wicked Witch!

 
Ding-dong! The Wicked Witch is dead

 
Wake up you sleepy head, rub your eyes, get out of bed

 
Ding-dong! The Wicked Witch is dead!

Oh yes…..The satanic TV MSM stations would surely air it! Are you

nuts?

The EBS doesn’t require the MSM. I believe we’ll see some of these

high profile hangings along with proof of their bad deeds.
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The only way they could do that is with some new kind of media

system. All I hear is telepathy supposed to come back and it can

make television and movies obsolete. Human telepathy is said to go

around the galaxy but suppressed by the matrix systems.

There used to be a movie called “The Green Beautiful” that was

suppressed to almost nothing. They showed how just holding a CD a

higher being could hear the music on it. Somehow…

‘’The new age hope’ers have talked telepathy for a very long time. If

they are right and telepathy comes back to humans on earth and they

get rid of the RH+ blood the monkey DNA would be a start to evolve

back up to what was said was on earth back in the original days 12

million years ago.

The message here is Trump and GITMO and generals involved in

white hats, is clearing USA. Who is going to clear Macron or

Zelenskyy and Biden puppeteers IDK.

Viking, it’s a good idea. With the current, corrupted MSM, it is not

going to happen. Perhaps once they are replaced.

I remember hearing that the trials and executions will be televised

over long periods of time…..that is AFTER the msm is taken down

Should be, but it will not. The DS knows, they are sweating & pulling

out all the stops. They are getting reckless.

 
I read comments on a post here that Klaus was nabbed the night of

Biden’s Atlanta party before he got to party. They also hinted that

Kissinger off’d himself. I can only wish this were true. “IF” they are

gone, is the important thing, not how.

Who knew that Santa would be bringing my Christmas gift from

Gitmo this year? It arrived a couple of days late, but I couldn’t be

happier.
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I have a funny feeling that whenever she opens her legs,

Hell’s furnace will turn up the fire a few notches to account for the

cold.

Yeah, we’ll see how likely this is. Even if it is true, they still put

people in her place and they do just as much damage. I’m trying to

figure out how Trump will win an election when nothing seems to be

able to stop the DS and their illegal votes…. Time will tell.

As long as they aren’t creating clones that are capable of making

more clones lol. Eventually we will squelch the source of all this. One

at a time. There should be shoot to kill orders on all clones seen of

criminals who have already been put to death.

Indeed. Treat them like the rabid entities they are. I think God would

forgive us, since he dislikes anything associated with

Satan/Devil/Moloch.

Ding dong the witch is dead! But how many more body doubles or

clones will show up to continue the witchery?

wow! What an article! I believe this is your best piece Michael. I have

wondered about her detox and such and you filled that in nicely. Her

behavior and physical stuff is also what I would have expected having

worked with chemically dependent people for over 20 yrs. Your

description is spot on. Your description of Nancy’s facial and body

movements could not be “made up” by a less ethical person IMHO.

In addition your writing brings out a lot of what all those there where

feeling! Pelosi,Trump, Crandal, et. al. Hope you are working on a

book Michael; Your writing skills are superb!! Thank You Thank you

Thank you!!!! Bigley lol

The description of her detox is exactly how it goes and lasts about a

week with shivering, mental fog, occasional outbursts.

 
I bet Paul will be rejoicing her end.
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Lol , I could write this fictional nonsense just as easy. Blows my mind

how easily people are manipulated and believe in this .

Hooray, A glorious ending to a very hard year! A huge Thank You to

our great Military and President Trump!!! Thank you Michael for a

great report as it gives some hope as we embark into a new year with

one less evil witch to contend with!!! A new year with some new

hope!

All I can say at the reading of her final moments into eternal

damnation without Christ is “how sad”

But if you asked her now in Hades of she wants to be in heaven with

Jesus, she would respond in the negative.

Satanists don’t care about that. They think they’ll be officers in hell

so they’re not afraid of it. Torturing people here, torturing people

there: it makes no difference. They love both the same.

They don’t realize they will be the ones who are tortured forever. Hell

is not a party. it is eternally hot.

Not only hot,but total darkness……such darkness that one cannot see

or feel anything around them. Couple that with the feeling of

floating(as in water)–no foundation under the feet.

That’s why it’s called the Lake of Fire.

 
And it’s eternal.

yeah,no matter how evil,the thought of forever without end ,in a

burning hell is sad…

His 4 wicked kids are still a problem and will need to be violently

removed from the Earth.

Pronounced dead at 10:07 (10+7=17)
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Is this supposed to be some kind of embedded comm? I don’t believe

everything’s got secret meaning in it but this one just struck me as an

interesting coincidence.

What does the 17 mean? I thought I was familiar with numerology

but the person who taught me says you add the last two digits so it

would be 8. Someone else recently corrected me on that so I now

know I know nothing. Pardon my ignorance.

Well, that pretty much confirms it is BHO operating from his

basement calling the shots for the Deep State….obviously someone

higher up pulling his strings too. Invite them all to a GITMO party!!!

Soon!

An important one, but it’s just one tentacle. The UN needs to be

completely dismantled as well. That’s where all this comes from.

People above that too obviously, but you can’t leave that den

standing. It has infested all of western civilization and destroyed the

nation states. Enough.

Yes, I believe in what you are saying…the UN needs to have their

influence severed in all areas and decapitate the function as an

organizism, end its existence. They are a dangerous to humanity…

God take away the evil assignments against humanity, have it come

back to them and they meet Jesus there.

I would single out UNESCO, BIS and WHO. If you’re ever wondering

why American children are being dragged to strip show with

disgusting men in dresses, that’s UNESCO. Almost every country on

the planet gave their ed systems over to UNESCO back in the 70s.

 
BIS is of course used to force particularly smaller countries into

mercantilist debt slavery/resource extraction and must be abolished

immediately, along with the World “Bank”.

 
The problem with WHO should be obvious after the “covid” circus,

but just in case it isn’t, we need local decisions, not global ones.

Anyone who ever thought that was a good idea was and is deranged.
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Tedros needs to be dealt with. He shut the globe down after 40 cases

of the Covid lie. WEF, WHO, UN, NATO, FEMA, RED CROSS, CIA,

DS Central Banks, etc, etc. All the lettered organizations, BIG

PHARMA, etc. There are 1,000’s upon 1,000’s of them.

Nancy is no longer part of the system. She is below the system. A

take-off from a reference to “Men In Black”.

What a way to end one’s career of long on going crimes to the world

especially to American people – a nasty gangster thug

“CrimalCrazyNancy – CCN” …

 
Finally – moving forward to a bright future … after few more of these

DS EVIL sicko Criminals. DONE & OVER

The DS EVIL sicko Criminals outnumber us. They have more money

& ways to get what they need to exterminate us. We are fighting

legally. They fight illegally and dirty. They are poisoning our water,

food, air & passing laws to make growing our own food & raising food

animals against the law. Backyard chickens-will be illegal.

 
Would you ever in your wildest dreams think our American military

would shoot & kill each other? I’m not talking GITMO, that info is

not yet available. At this point, it’s only our speculation running

rampant.

The Wicked Witch of DC is dead … In the merry old land of OZ

 
we can all sleep easier tonight

Pardon my asking but WHICH HILARY was executed in April

2021??? It is my understanding the real one was gone loooong before

that date!!! So, are you reporting real facts or just like msm,

ENTERTAINMENT?

? What part of that sentence is incorrect. They found several

“unalive” clones during the recent lab raid.
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Real FACTS. You can tell, because MSN won’t touch ANY of this with

a ten-foot pole. Can you say, ‘media conspiracy to commit treason?’

Hundreds more hangings to go…2023 will be ‘the year of the rope.’

May this action, taken against incurable evil, bring the USA, the

alliances and the rest of the free world, much closer to awareness of

what we have become, so that we can commence repairing what has

been stolen from us.

She was clearly demon possessed. Let’s hope this is all true and the

white hats can just get rid of any clones and body doubles of her that

exist…tired of seeing her face on TV. Would love to see the Deep

State and MSM figure out how to “keep her alive” metaphorically

speaking and continue to have her around doing CNN interviews and

such.

Literally just saw “Nancy Pelosi” on TV at least 2 or 3 times in the

last week. Don’t know what to make of it other than she’s got a few

more clones out there because those aren’t body doubles if it’s not

CGI. They look JUST like her. Kinda creepy when you think about it.

These clones are soul-less beings. Don’t think clones can have a soul?

Can they?

My gosh, what makes you think that ?? Cloning?? Really?? Where’s

the proof that we have Cloning?? This site is straw grasping bull shit.

I bet most people here stay up late and listen to the fake up all night.

If you go back to Bill Clinton as POTUS, he delivered a speech

regarding a BAN on Human Cloning. Here’s an excerpt:

06/09/97

 
“President Clinton announced today that he will send Congress a bill

that would outlaw the cloning of humans. Clinton made the

announcement immediately after he received a report from his

National Bioethics Advisory Commission (NBAC) urging that

“Federal legislation should be enacted to prohibit anyone from
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attempting, whether in a research or clinical setting, to create a child

through somatic cell nuclear transfer cloning.” While such a ban

would cover both public and private labs, it apparently would not

limit biomedical research now under way…”

Do you actually think this applied to the Military? Do you actually

believe this was enforced? Unlikely!

Rules for us, but not for them.

There are several YouTube videos that show some of the cloned

celebs. It’s kind of creepy when the clones malfunction. Trust me,

those are NOT humans “acting”. Do some deep research using

freespoke browser (not google, duckduckgo or brave, they’re all

compromised) and you’ll see it’s very real and has been going on for a

long time.

JanH be nice • unless • you’re just • in a crappy mood ??

It would have been so • so • so cool if DJT had been handed a M16

fully automatic weapon ( having the once in a lifetime opportunity)

to drain 7 pints of blood ..

That’s draining the swamp kiddo • isn’t it?

It wasn’t photographed.

 
It wasn’t televised.

 
Not such a dumb question from Katie …

Who can I reply to? I lost one of my beloveds. Luis TEIA engineer

PHD MEng Aerospace/Aerautics. In Berlin he took his life with a gun

shot 12/05. The most painful reality is that he did it with out telling

me. He only told me that I am love. He knew too much. He sent me

kisses of light right before.He saw the world. Oh boy did he see. So

much pain.

ABOVE:

HUGE question marks ??
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You will need to explain a lot more details ??

________________

I was working on a engine today – it was not pleasurable .. This

didn’t fit – that broke … Then there was extreme compression ..

I don’t like second guessing myself ever ..

Engines run and engines blow up hopefully not on the same day ..

The Planets and Stars were favorable for someone else today – not

for me ..

This to shall pass ..

 
Having NOTHING to DO with Nancy Pelosi or a Huge Rain-Storm.

Last edited 4 hours ago by Oliver Wendell Douglass

So……. Stephanie • Steph • 369.

Do you remember • What I said about myself??

MOTORCYCLES • MUSIC • GUITAR • KEYBOARDS •

I wrote the song:

 
•ROCK CONCERT HEAVEN•

 
( doesn’t mean • I’m going there ).

• Left Anterior Descending •

 
( ) towards the aorta • no owd.

 
world class cardiologist. Nope…I’m sticking around baby • I’m

sticking around.

you may have already seen me at

 
my worst

OKOWD. You wrote a Song? This is very interesting since I resonate

with vocal compassion. Tell me more.
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There are Good People here and everywhere that DO care about YOU

,..Steph

 
I am one of them.

 
Please Hang in there..

Of course we need K and NaCl. We as the human collective have been

tortured by the evil that exists. Why do think chem trails exist? Why

poison jabs? But they are losing their momentum so quickly and

dearly. F the human jab. Please people of this world…don’t do it.

Only out of love and compassion .Don’t inject yourself.

You don’t need to tell me that. Haven’t taken a “vaccine” since the

early 90s, and I don’t plan on ever getting one again. They’ll have to

strap me down.

I’m not trying to tell.Most people have been killed shot since 1921.No

body with strap me down. NO BODY.

“I represent the real president. That’s not Joseph Biden and it sure as

hell isn’t you.” That’s an interesting statement. I wonder whom is she

referring to?

She should have been asked who that person was or is. One question

leads to another. Should have let her talk about her truth. It’s worth

even less now.

On repentant to the very end. In spite of her sin God would have

shown her mercy if she had.

Last edited 13 hours ago by DRdzine

What wonderful news! I couldn’t be happier that Nasty Nancy will be

a resident of Hell for all eternity. So glad President Trump was there

to witness the demise of this most evil creature. God is good, all the

time and all the time, God is good! Enjoy the bar-b-que, Nancy!
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Finally! Now it’s just Obama- the “real president “ she was referring

to. He’s going to be a slippery one.

 
Once again, thank you Michael Baxter for staying on top of all these

stories; they are the one thing that keeps me going as a patriot in this

horrible war. God bless you!

I thought Obama was gone way back. Didn’t he throw Michael under

the bus? The same with Joe and Hunter. So, who is her referenced

“real” President? Any guesses?

The actor posing at Obummer. Most people don’t know he’s already

dead so these fakes follow the orders of the puppeteers who once

controlled the Indonesian Sock Monkey BO.

Hitler lost one of his testicles in WW1 and therefore could not

produce any kids.

 

 


